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Employee monitoring can often be perceived as a four-letter word within 
organizations because it can be seen as controlling and a violation of privacy. As a 
result, the subject of employee monitoring is usually avoided and “pushed off to 
another day.” However, failing to implement some type of monitoring or endpoint 
management system will eventually result in negative consequences for your 
business. So, how do you address this catch-22?

Know Why to Monitor  Employees
Sometimes it’s about the employee, sometimes it’s about the software, and 
sometimes it’s about your internal policies and controls. Understanding why you 
need to monitor will help your employees feel more comfortable and ensure that you 
are getting the right data and using it in the right way.
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Interfocus, a Kyocera Group Company, provides LanScope Cat, a unified endpoint management and security solution in 
the cloud that simplifies and automates how you control your team’s devices in the workplace. LanScope Cat automatically 
inventories your PCs, laptops, peripherals and software licenses to provide visibility into how users interact with your 
proprietary data. LanScope Cat’s dashboard and reporting capabilities are used by over 10,000 companies and 8.6 million 
users, protecting their digital data and assets and ensuring compliance with both internal policies and external regulations.
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Understand What & Who You Should Monitor
Data for the sake of data doesn’t help anyone. You need the right data from the 
right teams or individuals and from the right endpoints within your system. All of 
this needs to be reviewed with your goals for security, employee productivity and 
compliance in mind.

Be Transparent  in  Your  Communicat ions
Communicate to your workforce so that employee monitoring isn’t seen as an “us vs. 
them” mentality. Instead, you should build a culture that understands data security 
and endpoint management isn’t the responsibility of one person or one team. It 
is everyone’s responsibility to know what behavior and activity is secure and what 
can expose your company’s data to increased risk. You also need to let your workforce know that 
employee monitoring doesn’t mean that someone is always watching. It can also mean just simply 
collecting data that can be used when and if the need arises. 

Get an in-depth look
at how to implement and manage employee 

monitoring and endpoint management solutions.

Learn More About Employee Monitoring
If the subject of employee monitoring still makes you nervous, 
you’re not alone! The more you know, the more comfortable you will 
be making these decisions for your organization.
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